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Meetings on the BDC in the 

SPARC era
• 1995-2011: 245 meetings of relevance to SPARC scientists 

(see SPARC web page for “past meetings”)

• Only 2 focused specifically on the BDC or similar topic
– June 1995: “Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange workshop,” Pointe-de-Lac, 

Québec, Canada

– December 1999: “Brewer-Dobson workshop,” Oxford, UK  
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21st Century Developments
(since the Oxford workshop)

• Many more observations 

• New theoretical advances (e.g., tropical pipe ideas)

• Improvements in stratosphere-resolving GCMs & CCMs

Change in DJF mass stream function 
(2 x CO2 - control)

In 1999, the only GCM 

results relating to the BDC 
were Rind et al. (1990)  

Doubling CO2 increases the 

residual circulation by ~10% 

Three SPARC initiatives get to grips with 

stratosphere-resolving GCM/CCMs

GRIPS (Pawson et al., BAMS, 2000)

Butchart et al. (2006) Simulations of anthropogenic 
change in the strength of the Brewer-Dobson 
circulation. Climate Dynamics 27

CCMVal† (Eyring et al., BAMS, 2005)

SPARC report analyses the BDC 
both in terms of the residual 
circulation (Chapter 4) and the  
transport of trace gases (Chapter 5)  

Introduced “Metrics”

DynVar (Gerber et al., BAMS, 2012

†Now CCMi

High-top/low top comparisons confirm 
the need for a properly resolved 
stratosphere to model the BDC

Need quantitative & consistent 
measures of the BDC & transport 
from models & observations



Outstanding questions 

� How should the BDC be defined? 

� How well is the BDC represented in reanalysis datasets?

� Can models reproduce the interannual variability observed in 
the BDC? 

� What is the role of parameterized gravity wave drag in the 
models?

� What mechanisms contribute to the secular changes projected 
by the models?

� Can the robust strengthening of the BDC projected by models 
be reconciled with changes inferred from observations? 



This workshop
Invited speakers

OBSERVATIONS : Wallace
Boenisch : Chemical observations

Garcia : Age from chemical observations

Fujiwara : Reanalysis (S-RIP)

THEORY : Plumb 
Gerber : Idealised models

Haynes : Transport & mixing

DRIVERS & MECHANISMS
Alexander : Gravity waves

Rozanov : Solar variability

Calvo : Upwelling 

Tegtmeier : Downwelling

PROJECTIONS 
McLandress : Mechanisms for long 

term change

EFFECTS
Birner : Tropopause structure

Weber : Total ozone

DISCUSSION 
What needs to be done to make progress?

What role should SPARC (or new-SPARC) have?


